Fetomaternal cell traffic, pregnancy-associated progenitor cells, and autoimmune disease.
Fetal cells in maternal blood are a potential source of fetal genetic material that can be obtained non-invasively. Efforts to isolate these cells from maternal peripheral blood are limited by their low circulating numbers (approximately 1 per ml of maternal blood in euploid pregnancies). Expansion of these cells by culture would provide more cells for diagnosis and give an opportunity to study fetal metaphase chromosomes. Despite extensive optimization of culture conditions, many groups have failed reproducibly to grow fetal cells from pre-procedural maternal samples. An unexpected benefit of this research has been the discovery of a novel population of fetal cells, the pregnancy-associated progenitor cell (PAPC), which remains in maternal blood and tissue for decades following delivery. These cells might play a role in some autoimmune diseases, such as scleroderma. PAPCs appear to have stem cell characteristics, such as the ability to proliferate and differentiate. Recently developed animal models will help to ascertain whether these cells cause disease, respond to disease, or have therapeutic applications.